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ABSTRACT 

  This project deals with designing and testing an embedded core based logic using the IEEE 1500 
standard-“IEEE standard testability method for embedded core based integrated circuits”.   In this 
project the 4 cores and their top module are designed and tested using the IEEE standard  1500. The 
cores are first designed and tested without wrapper and then with wrapper using the standard to check 

the output corresponding with the input. The outputs of with and without wrapper are compared. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

The IEEE1500  standard – “IEEE standard testability method for embedded core based integrated 
circuits” was designed in order to support the need for test, since the electronic industry technology has 

developed to sub micron technologies. The 1500 architecture consists of  

(i) Standard core wrapper components that meet both combinational and sequential core test strategies  

(ii) Core test language requirements that allow for the characteristics of the wrapper to be communicated 
to the core user and this allow for the information to be used to efficiently integrate the core and map core 

level test data to the SoC level. 

Thus this standard is providing a standardized manner in which embedded core based micro electronic 
circuit designs can be developed and where the individual cores can be isolated for test purposes. It 
provides for a standard interface and a set of rules ,recommendation and permission to create an isolation 
boundary between each digital core and the circuitry the core is connected to for test purpose. The basic 
idea in this standard is that for each embedded core within the design to be accessed through a wrapper 
serial port(WSP) which provides access for both serial data( wrapper serial input(WSI), wrapper serial 
output(WSO) and wrapper serial control(WSC)) and a parallel data connections. The advantage of using 
this standard is that it allows for SoC level DFT strategies to be sub divided  and tackled form the core 
perspective. This enables test generation at the block level and the porting of the resulting core level test 

patterns to the SoC levels.    

2.THE CORE 

The embedded core design for the project is shown in fig(i). It has 4 cores and each core has its own input 
and output. From the figure it is seen that the core 1 has A(8 bits), G(4 bits ) and H(4 bits) as its input and 
its output are B(8 bits) and F(8 bits) and J(4 bits). The core 1 operation is that the output F inverse of the 
input A and the inputs G and H are combined to form the output B. The output J takes the value of the 
input G. The operational performance of this core is verified using the required VHDL source file and its 
corresponding test bench. Similar to the core 1 in core 2,the output F produced from core 1 is stored in the 
core 2 as its input and the output G of core 2 is given by the nand operation of the upper and lower nibble 
in the input F.  The core 3 has its input as C which is 8  bit long and  another input J which is produced 
output from the core1. With this input the core3 produces its output as H which is 4 bits long and is 
defined by inverting the lower nibble of the input C. The other output D which is also 4 bits long is 
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defined by inverting the upper nibble of the input C. Similarly the third output K which is also 4 bits long, 
is defined by the input J itself. (i.e) the input J is given as the output K. For the last core,core4 which  has 
its input K from core3 which is 4 bit long and the output E which is also 4 bit long. The operation in this 
core is that the 4 bit signed input K is added to itself to produce the output E. In order to make the signed 
addition, we need to use a new library called NUMERIC.STD which performs the signed addition of the 
2 inputs. The output is then checked using the respective VHDL and their test bench files. After 
performing the VHDL files and test benches individually for each cores, now the top level design which 
comprises of all the 4 cores are performed. From the top level it is seen that it has 2 main inputs A and C 
which is 8 bits long and 3 outputs B which is 8 bits long and E and D which is 4 bits long. After writing 
the required VHDL file, the test bench for this top level is written  and the output  is viewed and verified. 
After all this process, all the 4 core files and the top design is uploaded to the IEEE 1500 tutorial and their 

corresponding wrapper files are downloaded.   

 

Fig(i) : Top level with all the 4 cores. 

3.THE WRAPPER 

A wrapper is a DFT logic inserted on a core to provide an interface to the SoC after the core is integrated 
into the SoC. A wrapper is an isolation  mechanism for both the core and the logic surrounding the core. 
The variety in the core test needs requires support of the application of different types of test data through 
the wrapper, as well as a control mechanism that directs the type and sequence of tests applied to the 
embedded core. This translates into the variety of configurations or test modes in which the wrapped core 
must be placed in order for the test corresponding to these modes to be applied. The core wrapper 

architecture diagram is shown in fig(ii).The various components of the wrapper are  

(i) The wrapper interface port which provides an interface between the wrapper and SoC. This interface 

has a flexibility of supporting the various test bandwidth requirements.  

(ii)The wrapper instruction register(WIR), which configures the wrapper into test nodes and initiates all 

the test activities inside the wrapped core. 

(iii)The wrapper boundary register(WBR), which serves as an isolation mechanism with data serialization  
and de serialization scan chain. Various types of test data can be applied to the embedded core terminals 
through the WBR. Just like the wrapper interface port, the WBR can be designed to meet various test 
bandwidth requirements resulting in time savings. 
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(iv)The wrapper bypass register(WBY), which provides a short path through the core. The WBY is 
utilized when the data meant for logic outside the core needs to traverse the core in as few clock cycles as 

possible so as to not incur unnecessary test time increase. 

 

Fig(ii) : core wrapper architecture 

4.WRAPPER INSTRUCTION REGISTER(WIR) 

The Wrapper instruction register(WIR) allows for the control of the core wrapper circuitry by loading 

(capturing) and updating a wrapper instruction. WIR consists of the  

 (i) Serial shift stage 

 (ii) Opcode decode logic 

 (iii) Instruction update logic 

The architecture of the WIR is shown in figure (iii)  

             

Fig(iii): Architecture of WIR register 

 Instructions loaded into the WIR, together with the IEEE 1500 wrapper signals determine the mode of  
opertions of the wrapper and possibly the core itself. There is a minimum set of instructions and 
corresponding  operations that shall be supplied. Optional instructions and their corresponding behavior 
are also defined, together with the requirements for extension of the instruction set. The list of instructions 

used in WIR and their description are given in table (i).  
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Table(i) : WIR instructions and their description 

5.WRAPPER BYPASS REGISTER(WBY) 

The WBY is an n bit serial shift register. It can optionally capture parallel data into the shift register stage 
and does not have an update stage. It allows for the core wrapper boundary register to be bypassed. This 
allows the data to pass through the wrapper for a particular core in a minimum number of positive 
wrapper clock(WRCK) if the particular core does not require data to be shifted through WBR. The 
operation of the WBY involves first loading a wrapper instruction to select the WBY and then shift it or 
optionally capture the parallel data into its shift. The architectural and logic diagram of the WBY is given 

in fig(iv) and fig(v) respectively.  

   

Fig(iv): architecture of WBY register 
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Fig(v) logic diagram of WBY 

6.WRAPPER BOUNDARY REGISTER(WBR) 

The WBR provides access to the core for both functional and test signals. It consists of WBR cells which 
are joined together to form the overall wrapper boundary register. For functional signals, they would pass 
through wrapper cell from either the SoC interconnect into the core or from the core out to the SoC 
interconnect. For test signals,they apply test data stimuli to the core inputs and capture pattern responses 
from the core. Both the serial and parallel test are supported. The WBR is controlled by signals from the 
WIR and signals directly via the wrapper serial control(WSC) signals from WSP. The logic diagram of 

WBR is given in figure (vi). 

 

Fig(vi) logic diagram of WBR 
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7.WRAPPER OUTPUT LOGIC 

The wrapper output logic selects the particular wrapper register serial output to provide to the core 
wrapper serial output(WSO). WSO is updated on the falling edge of the wrapper clock(WRCK). The 

logic diagram and the output of this logic is shown in fig (vii) and fig(viii) respectively. 

 

 

Fig(vi): logic diagram of Wrapper output logic. 

 

Fig(vii) output of wrapper output logic. 

8.TOP LEVEL WITH WRAPPER: 

After generating all the registers, the top level is designed. The top level is designed by giving all the 
WIR instructions as discussed in table(i).  On using the WBY mode,  the WSI must be 8 bits long. After 
giving the value for WSI shift it and then update. After this give another set of inputs in the WSI and shift 
and view the output in the WSO. After this operation, reset the circuit and start a new operation with the 
EXTEST mode. For the EXTEST mode, after updating the value, shift for 60 clock cycles since we have 
60 bits in total. After shifting these values we need to capture it. From the output it is seen that the output 
is also shifting depending on the WSI value that is given. The INTEST mode is also similar to the 
EXTEST mode where we need to shift our data for 60 clock cylces. In the safe mode, since all the cores 
will be put into quiet mode there will not be any output in this mode. The output of top level is shown in 

figure (viii).  
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Fig(viii) output of top with wrapper. 

9.CONCLUSION 

Thus using the IEEE 1500 standard, the wrapper register functions are understood and the cores are 

generated with and without wrapper using their corresponding VHDL files and their test benches. 
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